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About This Game

Point is a short minimal, math puzzle game.

A puzzle for finding the path to get the maximum number of score.
With a nice soundtrack in the style of the 80's.
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Really tight, fast paced and well done arcade shooting. If you like what you see in the promo vid, pick this one up.. the game is
awful not even worth it if it was free.

basicly a click and hide screen game you can get from browser games. the game is not even lewd in any way. if the developers
think this is lewd then hope is lost for future games.

dont forget it gets stupidly hard i could not get past day 4 cause every 4 seconds 'dad' pops up i dont even have time to open the
damn thing. since i played this for too long i can not return it wich is a shame cause this is bad BEYOND BAD

ALSO FOR WHO IS INTERESTED NO TRADING CARDS OR WHATEVER I DONT THINK IT HAS ACHIEVMENTS
TOO ITS JUST RANDOM CRAP ACCEPTED BY STEAM.. the game is good but the problem is that noone plays it wish
more people played it and u really should play it!. Control are just junk and way to sensitive.

Don't waste you money or time - move on. If you love Red Alert 2 and Command and Conquer Generals, then you will love this
game a lot! This game was made in the RTS glory era and it's what you expect of an old school RTS! This was one of the last
great RTS games that was made before the genre died and turned\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Wanna take a ride back to the great RTS era? Then this is for you!!

In my opinion it's better than Command and Conquer Generals. I wish Act of War would have continued the series til today!. I
played through the whole thing in one 70 minute session. Now my right hand is sore. What can I say, well, it's fast, challenging
and visually stunning. But the challenge is just to find the right way, remember it and input that button sequence correctly into
your keyboard. There is much more remembering and try and error than reacting, which is bad in my opinion. I mean  some
people like to input the same button sequence for years[www.twitch.tv], but I see that doing as wasted time. There are many
levels which you cannot do on your first try, you have to try and error your way through. I find this to be annoying. Also the
music is cool but only one track gets annoying during this time span. I'm glad it's over now.
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Akane is an extremely fun game to play with a sweet stlye and a very fitting soundtrack - It is the best arcade slasher I've ever
played.

I hope there will be more to come from this series.

. This game was fun but the controls of it were jacked up...Every time I tried to turn it took me another place. Bought this game
for 0.50€. I wouldn't even play it if they payed for it. It has some slanderman♥♥♥♥♥♥going on, but i couldn't find out the
whole story, because I got cancer. 5/7 wouldn't recommend.. A beautiful continuation in the world of Grisaia.

The afterstories provide a nice throwback to The Fruit of Grisaia with generally fluffy slice-of-life stories. They allow us to
revisit the cast and refamiliarise ourselves with their personalities. The afterstories clock in at roughly 2h a piece, which feels
like a good length for that bit of extra time we want to spend with our chosen girls.

The most interesting part, of course, is the Grand Route. Or really, the first half of it. The second half is provided by The Eden
of Grisaia. The timeline of Labyrinth is split of from Fruit sometime in July, and we and the Mihama Academy girls get to
know more about Yuuji's past, how he became a part of the "company" and how his life with his "master" Asako was. The story
is a delicate mix of comedic slice-of-life, intense action and dramatic tragedies. The real tragedy here is the brutal cliffhanger
ending though. Eden can't come out fast enough.

Last but not least, we have the non-canon side stories of varying length and general comedic value, showing us some extra
tidbits about various characters and their personalities.

The total reading time for the afterstories and the Grand Route amounted to roughly 25h for me (and I count myself as a rather
quick reader). Multiple reviews mention that Labyrinth is "too short for the price", but I don't believe that at all. It may seem
short in comparison to The Fruit of Grisaia, with its 40h+ reading time, but I'd rather say that Fruit was underpriced instead of
saying Labyrinth is overpriced. Licencing the game and voices isn't cheap and a ton of work went into the translation. In my
opinion, it is well worth its price.. The pieces are here for greatness. I love games with little to no direction from the game and
its your job to make the adventure. It is still very early access but is very playable. Graphics are very Rimworld based. With
more content like monsters, dungeons , weapons, biomes, and multiplayer this game will be one to watch.. The walking howitzer
too op for me
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